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BOOM!
KUMPA’NIA is a playful street percussion
troupe that brings a joyous, clown-like,
festive atmosphere everywhere it goes!
Whether in summer or winter, indoors or
outdoors, by day or by night (with lit-up
drums!), in choreography or parade mode,
everything is possible!
As if a dismantled drum kit came to life,
wearing funky costumes and with humorous
choreography, KUMPA'NIA brings the sounds
of original compositions inspired by Brazilian,
Cuban and African rhythms.

Since its creation in 2002, KUMPA'NIA has performed over 1400 shows at a
variety of events, from large-scale to local.
In 2021, KUMPA'NIA has performed more than 50 times throughout
Québec. Highlights of the summer included the Québec National holiday in
Québec City and a tour in Gaspésie, from Sainte-Anne-des-Monts to the
Festival de Musique du Bout du Monde in Gaspé. The band has performed
at Gib Fest in Sorel-Tracy, at Noël dans le Camping in Saint-Élie-de-Caxton,
at the Festival des Arts de Ruelle de Montréal and at the Carnaval des
Couleurs in Montréal.
Find all of our dates on our website: kumpa-nia.com
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Custom-Made Performances!
Street animation during a winter afternoon?

A show with exuberant

choreography and lit-up drums?
Whether it be for a festival, a neighbourhood party, a back-to-school event,
a demonstration of workers on strike or for a show for the elderly, we adapt
the duration and the performance to your needs.
The ensemble is made up of 8 to 10 musicians playing surdo, snare drum,
cowbell, shaker, toms and repique.

KUMPA'NIA

adjusts

to

the

public

health standards that apply
The performances are conceived to
exclude

close

contact

with

the

public.
Musicians wear facemasks at all
times during performances.
Details

regarding

the

health

standards will be included in the
contract between KUMPA'NIA and
the promoter.

KUMPA'NIA IN ACTION!

